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Abstract 

The objective of this experiment report was to describe the development of studies of authorship tools 

and creation of educational resources carried out in 2017 by 12 students of the Doctoral Course in 

“Informatics in Education” of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), 6 students of the 

Teleducation discipline and 6 students of the discipline of Hyperdocuments as Teaching Material. The 

impacts of the use of an authoring tool in the teaching-learning process were explored, focusing the 

analysis in descriptive aspects. It was concluded that the use of H5P contributed to discussions and 

reflections on authoring tools, also it was possible to establish an effective relationship between theory 

and practice, and its use proved to be satisfactory as well as promising for the teaching-learning 

process. 
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Abstract 

The objective of this experiment report was to describe the development of studies of authorship tools and 

creation of educational resources carried out in 2017 by 12 students of the Doctoral Course in “Informatics 

in Education” of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), 6 students of the Teleducation 

discipline and 6 students of the discipline of Hyperdocuments as Teaching Material. The impacts of the use 

of an authoring tool in the teaching-learning process were explored, focusing the analysis in descriptive 

aspects. It was concluded that the use of H5P contributed to discussions and reflections on authoring tools, 

also it was possible to establish an effective relationship between theory and practice, and its use proved 

to be satisfactory as well as promising for the teaching-learning process. 
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1. Introduction 

The search for innovative methodologies in the educational context is a necessary task, given the recurrent 

existence of problems presented by students in certain areas of knowledge. Because of this, both teachers 

and researchers have dedicated efforts to improve their methodologies. However, in spite of the engagement 

of teachers and researchers, the methodology is often not improved because it ends up being a simple 

reproduction of traditional methods using technological tools. [19] 

In this scenario, it is not possible to affirm that only the production of educational contents using 

technological tools can guarantee student learning. On the other hand, the use of technology can effectively 

support and enrich activities in the classroom, provided they are used properly [14]. According to [13], in 

order for teachers to understand how to manage and take advantage of the available technological resources 

they need to understand what their real role is in relation to such resources. It is necessary for teachers to 

be comfortable with the use of technological resources, as well as perceive their importance in the teaching-

learning process. 

According to[17], like any other software, the authoring tool refers to any type of software or collection of 

software components with which one can implement or change certain content and make it available for 

other people. 

The authoring tools have been used by teachers as support to the teaching process, since they can make the 

development of more creative and motivating activities possible for the students. In this way, it becomes 

fundamental that teachers acquire the necessary skills to make use of all the resources available to them in 

order to improve learning. 

 In this scenario, this paper intends to present an experiment report about the use of an authoring tool 

called H5P, when applied in two disciplines of a post-graduation program in Informatics in Education, in 

integration with the authoring tool and the Moodle environment. 
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2. Theoretical framework 

According to [23], an authoring tool is any application, part of an application or collection of applications 

with which the author interacts to produce, change, or assemble Web content that can be used by others. 

The authoring tools aim to reach a more lay public to assist in the process of producing content or 

educational materials [15]. However, [8] points out that the absence of authoring tools is still a challenge 

for the elaboration of interactive contents. 

In this context, [16] carried out a study in which they presented a method for the quick and easy production 

of micro-learning content. According to [4] micro-Learning is characterized by allowing interactions with 

combinations of short or long activities, so that the teacher can establish predefined periods of time. In 

addition, it allows interactions with data, photos, activities and videos in real-time mobile environments. 

This way, it enables the teacher to manage the interactive contents and the time periods. For the 

development of the interactive contents were added the Bitnamsi Wordpress and H5P plugins in the Moodle 

platform. The authors noted that the use of these Web-based authoring tools was essential for the 

development of the study, as well as the use of the Moodle platform. The integration of these tools allowed 

teachers to develop content easily and enabled students to learn content with lower cognitive loads. 

[22] presents a positive approach in the evaluation of the hypervideo authoring tool to support surgery 

learning. The main contribution of this work was the possibility of the students of the veterinary medicine 

course to interact with surgical simulations in the practical classes. This study contributed to the 

consolidation of new practices that make it possible to replace live, nonhuman animals in veterinary 

medicine training. The main limitations encountered by the author during the development of this work 

were related to the size of the videos, quality and access time. Finally, with this study it was possible to 

verify that the hypervideo is a learning support tool that allows the perception of surgical procedures. 

[2] carried out an evaluation of four authoring software aimed at the development of educational games. 

For the application of the evaluation criteria, a set of activities were implemented with each of the software. 

The Hierarchical Analytical Method (MAH) was used in order to identify the most appropriate authoring 

software for use in the classroom. The MAH is one of the multicriteria tools used in decision making [9]. 

According to the authors, of the evaluated software, Visual Class was the one that showed the best results 

and met most of the criteria evaluated in the study. 

 

3. Methodology 

This work reports an experiment in postgraduate courses, exploring the impacts of the use of an authoring 

tool in the teaching-learning process, focusing the analysis on aspects of a descriptive nature. 

This report was experimentd during the second semester of 2017 in the subjects of Teleducation and 

Hyperdocuments as Educational Material, both taught in the Program of Post-graduation in Informatics in 

Education of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), counting on a total of 12 students. 

The classes were organized in order to have two face-to-face meetings weekly, always held in a computer 

lab, as well as activities to be carried out in the EAD modality. During the face-to-face meetings the 

established dynamics took into account aspects of the cognitive domain of Bloom's Taxonomy [3], so each 
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meeting suggested the production, or evaluation, of educational resources, with subsequent validation of 

their suitability at a certain stage of Pedagogical Wheel. 

In this scenario, the production of digital content always occurred in face-to-face meetings, thus requiring 

tools for material management and learning objects. Because of that, the virtual Moodle learning 

environment, for storing and creating content, was adopted. This technological choice was made due to the 

adoption of the environment by the research institution. 

However, as an authoring tool for creating educational resources, H5P framework was explored, through 

its version available as a plugin for Moodle. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

The experiment reported in this work was carried out at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul 

(UFRGS), in two classes of the postgraduate course in Informatics in Education, with the participation of 

12 students. 

In the Teleducation discipline, the objective was to investigate the various possibilities related to the use of 

information technology and communication, aiming at the production of theoretical and practical 

knowledge including the context of mobile learning. 

Based on each of the themes foreseen in the syllabus of the subject, the teacher explained the educational 

theories related to the subject, discussing the main points necessary for their understanding, and later the 

students researched mobile authoring tools that could be used to support the teacher’s activities inside the 

classroom. At a few points during the classes the students had time to explore these tools, each one of them 

should choose one authoring tool different from the other and give a presentation demonstrating its purpose 

and main features. 

In addition, it was also noted whether the authorial result produced by using H5P could be used on Android 

or Iphone. The tests performed have generally shown that the produced content can be displayed and that 

the features created with the H5P work on a mobile device. At the end of each lesson, based on the topic 

that would be addressed in the next class, each student should choose a new tool to be studied. Based on 

the chosen tool, each student placed in the Moodle environment a small tutorial about the use and main 

features of the same. 

The discipline of Hyperdocuments as Educational Material, aimed to provide students with the opportunity 

to learn methods for designing hyperdocuments, taking into account the definition of guided and guided-

indexed script and temporal synchronization between text, voice and video. 

The discipline dynamics was initially based on the research of hyperobjective modeling methods, where 

each of the students carried out a research on a particular model and presented it in the classroom. Based 

on the models studied, we explored in the discipline the main aspects to be considered in the creation of a 

hyperobject, which are: object model, hyperobject model, navigation model and interface model. 

We also used the Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) to demonstrate the development 

of multimedia applications on the Web. Finally, it was proposed the implementation of a hyperdocument 

project called educational resource with a concept teaching approach. aspects of timing, voice, video and 

text. It was suggested to students to apply their educational resource, in order to test it and validate it. 
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Several researchers have dedicated efforts to analyze authoring tools to support teaching and learning. 

Among them, we can mention [11], [12], [1], [5], [10], [18], [8]. 

According to [20], authoring tools have been widely used for the creation of educational software, since 

they allow teachers to prepare materials for their classes without the need of help from computer specialists. 

Thus, the use of authoring tools provides greater independence for the teacher. 

Considering that the proposal to use authoring tools aims to create educational resources that will be used 

by students with fewer skills to students with more skills, it is necessary to mention the importance of the 

Bloom taxonomy in this context. 

[3] has developed its taxonomy, which comprises a hierarchical organization of educational objects 

classified as being knowledge, understanding, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. The use of 

the Bloom taxonomy assists the teacher in defining his goal considering the teaching-learning process. 

However, it is necessary that every process needs to be planned in order to guarantee effective and efficient 

results [21]. 

Four decades after the release of Bloom's taxonomy, it was reviewed by a group of experts in the fields of 

psychology, education, curriculum specialists, tests, assessments, and more. David Krathwohl also 

participated in the review, which also helped create the original taxonomy in 1956 and is redefined at the 

following levels: remember, understand, apply, analyze, synthesize and create. [7] 

In addition to the concepts related to Bloom's taxonomy, the evaluation of the authoring tools analyzed in 

this report of experiments took into account the Padagogical Wheel developed by [6], which classifies some 

authoring tools in the various levels of the Bloom taxonomy, as observed in Figure 1 below. 

 

 

Figure 1. Padagogic Wheel Developed by Allan Carrington 

Source: https://designingoutcomes.com/english-speaking-world-v5-0/ 
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In the course of Teleducation and Hyperdocuments as Educational Material, the Moodle environment was 

used as a tool to support teaching during the activities of the two disciplines. Moodle was used both for the 

provision of subject material to students, as well as for the postings of the analysis activities of the chosen 

authoring tools. 

The Moodle environment has a variety of features, allowing its users the use of collaborative and interactive, 

synchronous and asynchronous tools, enabling teachers to use various strategies in the teaching process. 

Among the various resources available in the Moodle environment, the H5P authoring tool was used 

throughout the courses. This plug-in was installed in the Moodle environment of the graduate program and 

enabled the creation of dynamic and interactive content. 

The H5P authoring tool can be used from the plug-in installed in the Moodle environment, as mentioned 

previously, but can also be accessed directly via the internet browser on the official website. Upon accessing 

this URL, the user will see Figure 2 which is the screen where the H5P login can be accessed. Note that it 

is necessary to register an account to access the H5P. 

 

Figure 2. Login screen or account creation in H5P  

Source: Author 

 

H5P is an authoring tool that offers a variety of features that can be used for content generation. Some of 

these features are described in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Available features in the H5P 

Available features 
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Multiple Choice Interactive Video Course Presentation Fill in the Blanks 

 

Quis (Question Set) Questionnaire 

 

Drag the Words 

 

Drag and Drop 

 

Speak the Works Set 

 

Mark the Word 

 

Image Hotspots 

 

Accordion 

 

Dialog Cards 

 

Personality Quis 

 

Single Choice Set 

 

Memory Game 

 

Flashcards 

 

Collage 

 

True/False Question 

 

Timeline 

Source: Author 

 

During the lessons of Teleducation, some resources of the H5P authoring tool were explored to identify its 

purpose, according to some examples detailed below: 

✓ Multiple Choice: used for elaboration of multiple choice questions. In this type of resource the student 

receives immediate feedback regarding their performance. You may have one or several correct options for 

the question. 

✓ Interactive Video: used to include interactivity in videos, such as explanations, extra images, tables, white 

space fill and multiple choice questions. 

✓ Fill in the Blanks: Used to fill in the blank left in a given text to test the student's ability to reproduce facts 

or produce mathematical inferences. 

✓ Quis (Question Set): used to create a set of questions of various types (multiple choice, drag and drop, fill 

in the blanks). It also allows you to add videos that are played at the end. 

✓ Drag the Words: used to drag the previously chosen words to spaces absent in a given text. 

✓ Drag and Drop: used for drag-and-drop questions, allowing the student to associate two or more elements 

and make logical connections in a visual way. 

One of the activities of the discipline of Hyperdocuments as Teaching Material was the creation of an 

educational resource that had the purpose of supporting teaching. Both the choice of content to be taught 

and the technological tool to be used was freely chosen. 
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In view of this, it was decided to develop a prototype of an educational resource that contributes to the 

teaching of data structure contents. In order to create this educational resource, it was necessary to take into 

account some aspects covered during the discipline of Hyperdocuments as Teaching Material, as an 

example, the definition of guided and guided-indexed route, temporal synchronization between text, voice 

and video. Taking into account these requirements, it was decided to use the H5P authoring tool for the 

implementation of this educational resource, since the available resources could meet the established 

requirements in a satisfactory way. 

Figure 3 shows the initial screen of the educational resource prototype created for teaching Data Structure 

using the Python language.  

 

 

Figure 3. Screen of the Educational Resource Prototype using H5P 

Source: Author 

 

Figure 4 shows the use of the H5P Timeline feature that was also used to create the educational resource 

for teaching Data Structure. Using this feature, timelines are easily editable, shareable, and reusable. The 

content type of the timeline allows you to insert a sequence of events in a chronological order. For each 

event you can add images and texts as well as include Twitter, YouTube, Flickr, Vimeo, Google Maps and 

SoundCloud features. 
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Figure 4. H5P Timeline Feature 

Source: Author 

 

In the progression bar highlighted in Figure 5 it is possible to notice some markers that indicate that in that 

location there is some feature of the H5P created and that at that point it will be initialized.  

 

Figure 5. Educational resource in execution 

Source: Author 

 

Figure 6 shows the moment when the resource is initialized and, in this case, it requires the user to answer 

a multiple choice question about the desired topic. 
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Figure 6. Educational resource in execution - multiple choice question 

Source: Author 

 

It can be noticed that the authoring tools can be used for content creation and, because of this, end up being 

a great ally of teachers in the teaching-learning process, since they enable the creation of interactive 

learning contents that tend to motivate students' interest, mostly because of the diversity of resources 

presented to them. 

 

5. Final Considerations 

This report shows the importance of using authoring tools, such as the H5P framework, in the teaching-

learning process. 

From the activities developed in the subjects of Teleducation and Hyperdocuments as Educational Material, 

it was possible to get to know better the resources available in the H5P and how they can be used for the 

creation of an educational resource. 

A few difficulties that can be described relate to the unavailability of a Moodle environment in the 

Hyperdocuments as Teaching Material course, in which the students should have had administrator 

privileges so that the installation of the H5P plugin could be done in the environment. To solve this problem 

it was decided to create a Moodle environment external to the UFRGS where the tests were carried out. 

As future recommendations, it is suggested to continue the development of the educational resource 

mentioned in this report so that it is applied in the classroom with the objective of analyzing if there will 

be improvement in learning when students make use of it. 

As a general result, it was possible to observe that the H5P authoring tool integrated with the Moodle 

environment has great potential to collaborate in the teaching-learning process. 
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